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ABSTRACT 
A detailed analysis of the 165 neutrino events collected in the Frr is 
detector during three years of running is presented. This sample, wliuh 
corresponds to a 1.3 kt.year sensitivity, is compared to the predictir- -
of a neutrino Monte Carlo simulation program based on a calculât'' 
atmospheric neutrino (lux. The agreement is satisfactory at the preser. 
statistical level. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, considerable work has been devoted to neutrino interactions 
recorded deep underground by nucléon decay detectors. Good understanding of 
atmospheric neutrino interactions was needed in order to improve confidence in 
nucléon decay background studies. Other interest conies from speculations on 
possible dark matter annihilation in the sun which could lead to a flux of high 
energy neutrinos emitted at a measurable rate above the high energy tail of the 
expected atmospheric neutrino background. Atmospheric neutrinos can also be 
used as a probe for neutrino oscillations through the earth. 

Stud. )f this type are possible with nucléon decay detectors which can ob
serve neutrino interactions occuriug inside I he detector or outside, in the surround
ing rocks, where high energy muon- eutrmos can produce large angle or upward 
going muons. 

The study presented here is restricted to events with vertex occurring in the 
fiducial volume of our apparatus and to 1 lie comparison jf this signal with the 
.simulation of atmospheric neutrino interactions. The data used were recorded 
between February I9.L9S-J and November 13,1987. 



I. THE D E T E C T O R 

The defector is installed in an underground laboratory located in the middle 

of the Frêjus highway tunnel connecting France and Italy. The geographical coor

dinates of the laboratory are 15.2° North and fi.7° East. The rock cover averages 

17S0 in for cosmic ray unions reaching t lie detector. 

The !>U0t, detector measures lim » Uni * 12.5m and has an average density of 

1.115 g/cm*. It consists of !H2 flash chamber planes and I I.Î trigger planes. A flash 

chamber plane is made of a sandwich of 3 mm thick iron plates and 5 mm thick 

planes of plastic flash tubes. The trigger is provided by planes of Geiger tubes 

15mm x l.imni in cmss-section. The detector consists of 6 meter long tubes, 

flash and trigger, alternately vertical and horizontal thus giving two orthogonal 

projections of each event. The average radiation length is 7 cm and the collision 

length is 42 cm. More details about the apparatus can be found in reference I. 

The trigger requires grouped hits in a small volume typical for a nucléon 

decay event. The trigger condition is fulfilled when at least 5 hits are present in 

5 adjacent Geiger planes, the contribution of a plane being limited to 3 hits. The 

average trigger rate is 50 per hour ; half of it is induced by cosmic muons and the 

rest by local radioactivity and electronic noise. 

2. DATA analysis 

2.1. Selection and measurement 

The selection of events starts during da ta taking when the physicist on shift 

scans all events and classifies them according to crude scanning criteria. This 

procedure is useful for monitoring the detector and also gives continuous updating 

of the neutrino event statistics. Subsequently, rescanning is carried out for all 

events with the help of a pat tern recognition program. The combined efficiency of 

the scans is about 98%. 

A fiducial cut is applied to the sample of events selected by scanning and 

rescanning : the interaction vertex has to be located at more than 50 cm from the 

edges of the detector. This requirement reduces the fiducial mass to 554 tons and 

it is used to remove events with a large fraction of particles leaving the detector 

and also to reject events produced by low energy entering particles. The vertex 

is unambiguously identified in multi-particle events and charged current electron-

neutrino interactions. The vertex of an event with only one muon-Hke particle 
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is determined by multiple scattering if the track is long enough . In 15% of this 
sample the vertex remains ambiguous. 

The x-lected events are measured »n a graphic terminal by an operator who 
associates hils with a track on both vertical and horizontal projections. Due to 
the lim- 'irain nf tin* detector, matching has not been a problem for most of the 
trarks. 

Electromagnetic showers have been calibrated be)wren 250 MeV and fi GeV 
with a test detector exposed t<» an electron beam at DE5Y. The results obtained 
an* in agri-rint-ui wil Ii I he E(!.S program applied to our apparatus (7 MrV/hi t and 
SE/E •- 12% at I (leV ; for a .shower perpendicular to the planes). The momenta 
of stopping particles are determined from their range in the detector. The typical 
error n» the momentum determination for a 300 MeV/c union perpendicular to 
the planes is 10 MeV/c. The energy of interacting particles is estimated with large 
errors [SE; E -- 25%) from their range and the energy of the secondaries. The 
direction of non-showering particles is calculated by fitting a straight line using 
the vertex and the tubes of the first non scattered segment on the track. In the 
direction perpendicular to the plane the angular accuracy is 2.5 ' for a 300 MeV/c 
union track. The primary vertex and the center of gravity of the hits belonging 
to an electromagnetic shower provide a two point measurement for the direction 
(S0 -~ (j° for a 200 MeV' shower). The mean distance between the primary vertex 
and the conversion point of a shower is measured to be 12±3 cm as expected. 

In high multiplicity hadronic showers (multiplicity greater than *- 4 and en
ergy higher than 2 GeV) where individual track measurement is impossible, the 
energy of the shower is estimated roughly from the total number of hits. The 
calibration constant (12 MeV/hi t with A E / E — 50%) has been de'ennJned by 
Monte Carlo simulation. The direction of the shower is calculated using its center 
of gravity ( S9 -- 15° for a contained shower). 

2.2. Event classification 

A track is defined as contained if its extrapolation up to the detector walls 
crosses more than 8 unlit Hash chamber tubes in at least two planes. A shower is 
contained if all the hils in the shower are situated at least 5 cm from the detector 
edges. An event is defined as contained if all its tracks or showers are contained. 
Both contained and non-contained events are considered in this analysis. 

All events are examined for a possible lepton at the vertex and are classified 
as union, electron or neutral current events according to the following criteria : 
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If an electromagnetic shower with an energy above 200 MeV is linked to the 
vertex (less than 2 hits missing between the conversion point and the vertex), the 
event is classified as an electron event (C'CY). If the longest track stops or leaves 
the detector without any visible interaction and if its momentum is higher than 
200 MeY'/r the even) is classified as a imion event (CC'/t). In the case of ambiguity 
the niuon hypothesis is chosen only if the range of the track is longer than 150 cm 
(p > 600 MeV/c) . In the oilier cases (the longest track has a visible interaction 
or there are only electromagnetic gamma showers or hadronic showers), the event 
is classified as a neutral current (,VC). 

After measurement, the visible energy and the visible momentum are calcu
lated using the assumption (hat all charged hadrons are pions. Electrons and 
muons are identified as explained above. All remaining electromagnetic showers 
are treated as gammas. A prong multiplicity is associated with each event ; it is 
equal to the number of charged tracks plus the number of electromagnetic showers. 
We have selected and measured 165 neutrino interactions in the fiducial volume. 
This corresponds to a sensitivity of 1.30 kiloton-year. 

3. SIMULATION OF NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS 

3.1. Atmospheric neutrinos 

In order to understand the event sample, we have developed a Monte Carlo 
program using the known or calculated properties of the atmospheric flux and the 
physics of neutrino interactions in the energy range of interest (0.2 < Eu < 20 
GeV). In this range, the flux of neutrinos at the earth surface is dominated by 
cosmic ray production of secondary neutrinos in the upper atmosphere. Pions and 
kaons of both charges are produced in cosmic ray showers and a fraction of them 
decays into inuon neutrinos. Decay in flight of muons adds electron and muon 
neutrinos in the same energy range . The main scheme for atmospheric neutrino 
production is then: 

p - X -* V f rtir -r ... 

IT — it -t- Up/Dp 

/l — e -r Pp/l/ft + Velve 

The flavor composition of the flux is roughly determined by this scheme. 



We expect about the same number of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos and twice 
as many ft neutrinos as r neutrinos. The (lux, spectrum and angular distributions 
of atmospheric neutrinos are sensitive to the primary cosmic ray flux down to 
energies in the ran^e of a few GeV. The cosmic ray interaction rate in this range 
depends on the earth 's magnetic field, consequently on the latitude, and on the so
lar activity (period : 1 I years ' ). In the simulation program, neutrino events have 
been generated assuming the neutrino and auti-iieutriiio fluxes given by reference 
•i for a mean solar activity. 
3.2. Simulation of neutrino interactions 

The physics of neutrino interactions in the GeV range has been studied exten
sively at Argonue, Brook haven , CERN and Serpukhov with bubble chambers or 
with electronic detectors' 1 ''''"''• . The dominant processes are known to be quasi-
elastic interactions, pion production and muJti-pion production. Strange particle 
production is reduced by weak dynamics : A excitation is expected to be around 
.*> % of the anti-neutrino quasi-elastic scattering. Due to the Cabibbo angle and to 
phase space, A" + or A'° production by neutrinos or charge symmetric reactions 
with anti-neutrinos are expected to he much less than a few percent of the normal 
pion production. AssociaiedA* - A" production is not reduced by weak dynamics 
but only occurs at high energy (alx>ve 1.5 GeV) with a branching ratio of about 
\i% Oj. In the simulation we have consequently neglected strange particle produc
tion. Quasi-elastic processes and resonant pion production have been generated 
as a two body reaction with the hypothesis that the q* distribution is dominated 
by the nucléon form factor; we used the dipole approximation with axial and vec
tor masses equal to 845 MeV/c 2 ' - . The resonant final states are assumed to be 
A(1232) dominated and the hadronic invariant mass is taken from a Breit-Wigner 
function in the kinematical limits of the reaction. Multi-pion and nonresonant 
pion production are coiisideied as deep inelastic processes in the framework of 
the precocious scaling analyzed at SLAC and CERN !*-T-8l. With the help of the 
parlon model and including kinematical restrictions, we have generated q2 and 
hadronic invariant mass for the events. The multi-particle hadronic final s tate 
has been simulated using the longitudinal phase space model, [n such processes, 
nuclear effects are diificult to account for precisely. VV'e have used a nuclear cas
cade model which was originally constructed for Cu in the GGM v experiment 
' ' " ' . This model lias been extrapolated to the iron nucleus. It takes into account 
the main nuclear effects such as Fermi motion, Pauli principle and nuclear mat ter 
properties (nuclear density, binding energy and nucléon size). 
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•1.3. Simulation of the detector 

The simulation program takes into account the geometry and sampling of the 
detector. Neutrino interactions in iron are randomly generated in the matter of the 
detector using the energy spectrum and the branching ralios from I he simulated 
reactions. Electrons and photons are propagated through the detector using the 
ECS program. Only ionization energy loss and multiple .scattering are taken into 
account for muons but r* from /t ' decays are simulated. For charged pious, we 
use a model of interactions on iron nuclei which has been constructed and checked 
using the results from a prototype experiment at C'ERN ' " ' . Neutrons are not 
simulated ; nevertheless, we have checked that . in agreement with the data , the 
fraction of events with visible secondaries from neutrons is small in our apparatus 
(only 6%). Protons are propagated using a crude proton-nucleus interaction model. 

3.4. Monte Carlo statistics 

In this analysis we used a simulation of atmospheric neutrinos which corre
sponds to a 32 kt.y sensitivity in the fiducial volume of the detector. At this 
statistical level we expect the systematic errors due lo the simulation to be of 
the same order as the statistical errors. A 5 kt.y subsample satisfying the trigger 
requirement has been scanned and measured in the same way as the real events. 
Using the sample of simulated events, we have analyzed the trigger and contain
ment efficiencies of neutrino interactions. We have checked the efficiency of the 
classification criteria described in section 2.2. We find that the trigger efficien
cies should be roughly the same for electron and union neutrino charged current 
interactions with a threshold at about 200 MeV neutrino energy . The trigger 
efficiency for CC interactions reaches 80% in the GeV range and is displayed in 
figure 1. The average trigger efficiency is 65% above threshold . The efficiency is 
smaller for neutral current processes : it rises from 2% for quasi-elastic reactions 
to 70% for NC multi-pion production. The containment requirement is applied 
in analyses using visible energy, ff the event is not contained the visible energy 
gives only a lower limit of the deposited energy. The containment efficiency has 
been investigated using the sample of simulated events. For CCy. interactions, it 
decreases steeply with the neutrino energy above 1 GeV. For CCe and NC in
teractions the containment efficiency is on the average 95% for neutrino energies 
from 0.2 to 5 GeV. 



We have also investigated the recognition efficiency for electron and mnoii 
charged current internet Ums. I'siuj; the "i kt.y suhsaiiipie analyzed as experimental 
events ive have found an average recognition efficiency of 9.5% and 90% for muon 
and electron events respectively. 

TRIGGER EFFICIENCY 
1.0 

o.a 
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0.4 
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Figure I : Trigger efficiency as a function of the neutrino energy for 
charged current interactions : solid line CCfi and dotdaskline CCe. 

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND MONTE CARLO 

4.1. Number of events and E l M- a distribution 

The total number of events expected from the calculated atmospheric flux and 
the simulation is compatible with the da ta within statistics. We select all events 
with a vertex in the fiducial volume not associated with an entering track and we 
find : 165 (118 contained) events for 1.30 kt.y . From the Monte Carlo program, 
including the calculated flux and the neutrino interaction simulation, we expect 
176 (131 contained) — 30. The agreement is good, which means that the absolute 
normalisation of the flux and the detector response are understood. The quoted 
error (-- 20%) includes flux and cross-sections systematic uncertainties. Changes 
in the solar activity account for a 3% variation in the predicted number. A more 
detailed comparison according to the type and containment criteria is presented 
in table 1. 



TAHI.E I 

Nuiiibi-r of .-vi-nts 1 i.:S ktyl 

Diitn : Monte Carlo : 

' • / / " • rnniain,d 
mi/ 
ronlainttl ron/iMfiec/ contained 

CC/, "jli •13 76. •13. 

C C e Hi [ 14. 2. 

N C IB 3 11. .5 

In this table, the events have been classified into electron, mnon and neutral 
current types using the criteria explained in seclion 2.2. The Monte Carlo events 
have been analyzed and classified in the same way. The agreement between Monte 
Carlo and data is satisfactory taking into account the 20% systematic uncertainty 
in the Monte Carlo values. In figure 2, the visible energy distributions of the 
contained CC samples are shown and compared with the simulation. 

•1.2. e/fi ratio 

Since the absolute predictions have large systematic uncertainties it seems 
worthwhile to compare ratios which are less sensitive to systematic errors in the 
flux calculation. The c/fi ratio is closely related to the flux flavor composition 
which depends stnoolhly on the neutrino energy. It has been calculated in the 
range of .45 with a systematic I'rror of the order of — 5% '• ,'. The experimental 
el(i ratio depends on the trigger and on the recognition criteria of CCe and CCfi 
interactions. I'sing the simulation, we are able to predict a value for the e/fx ratio 
which includes all the experimental elfect.î. The results obtained are shown in 
table 2. 
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Exposure : 1.3 Icty _ Contained events 

dote: 48 evts / U. C. : 44. evta detej 56 evts / U. C. : 76. evte 
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Figure 2: visible energy distributions for charged current contained events : 

solid line Monte Carlo and points with error bars data 

el ft Ratios 

Data : Monte Carlo : 

type all contained all contained 

total .•17 h .08 .82 ± . 1 6 .39 ± .03 .58 ± .06 

£..,. < 700.1/cl' .10 - .12 .52 ± . 1 6 .43 ± .06 .48 ± .07 



The four experimental ratios are within one or two standard deviations from 

the Monte Carlo values and I here is no significant discrepancy at low visible energy. 

The high energy tail of the visible energy distribution (£ , , 1 3 > 3 GeV) is of 

interest because d;irk mailer îinniliilations could produce such high energy neu

trinos. Consequently it is important to look for an excess of events in this range. 

From the extrapolated value of the llux in the high energy region (£„ > 3 GeV) , 

we can estimate the expected number of events above 3 GeV visible energy. This 

number is found to be I'.) ( r '• systematic). We have recorded 22 events in this 

energy range . From this comparison we conclude that there is no statistically 

significant excess of events at high energy. 

We have also checked successfully our understanding of the neutrino inter

actions in the apparatus comparing data and Monte Carlo prong multiplicities. 

Systematic errors in the whole analysis are difficult to estimate. One possibility is 

to compare outputs of different programs. The neutrino generation program used 

was compared to the programs used by the 1MB collaboration and found quite 

compatible ' 1 2 ' . 

CONCLUSION 

The properties of t he neutrino interactions recorded in our experiment during 

three years of data taking , in particular visible energy, prong multiplicity and tfp 

ratio, are in agreement .within statistics, with what is expected from atmospheric 

neutrinos. The comparison has been done using a calculated flux ' 3 ' and our 

neutrino simulation program. 
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